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•

THE VALUE AND NECESSITY OF AI ETHICS

•

CREATING A SUSTAINABLE CULTURE OF AI ETHICS

•

AI ETHICS SKILLS AND HIRING

•

AI ETHICS READINESS FRAMEWORK
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THE VALUE AND NECESSITY OF AI ETHICS

When consumers’ AI interactions result in ethical issues, it
threatens both reputation and the bottom line: 41% said they
would complain in case an AI interaction resulted in ethical
issues, 36% would demand an explanation and 34% would stop
interacting with the company.
Why addressing ethical questions in AI will benefit
organizations: Capgemini Research Institute report surveying
1,580 executives from large organizations across ten countries
and over 4,400 consumers across six countries (July, 2019)

CREATING A SUSTAINABLE CULTURE OF AI ETHICS
• Create awareness of the need for AI ethics.
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• Identify, recruit and train a core team.

• Modify existing design and development practices to include ethical AI
considerations.
• Talk with the people you are building products for and with (participatory
design) to avoid negative unintended consequences to encourage trust and
transparency.
• Document your work and progress.
• Build structures to embed Ethically Aligned Design / AI ethics across the
organization.

AI ETHICS SKILLS AND HIRING
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• According to Gartner Research, by 2023 over 75% of large organizations will
hire specialists in AI behavior, forensics, privacy, and customer trust to reduce
brand and reputation risk.

• AI ethics experts may have skills ranging in areas from anthropology,
psychology, human rights, policy, philosophy, and/or design.
• It’s when the ethics experts have working knowledge of machine learning
and the ability to communicate potential outputs of AI that they bring the
greatest benefit to their colleagues and companies.
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IEEE 7010-2020: Societal Impact Assessment Framework

IEEE 7010-2020

7010-2020 - IEEE Recommended Practice for Assessing
the Impact of Autonomous and Intelligent Systems on
Human Well-Being

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/9084219

•

7010-2020 helps AI Systems creators and policymakers to ask the critical
question: What are we optimizing our AI Systems to do as Key
Performance Indicators of societal success?

•

7010 provides an Impact Assessment methodology at the outset of design
requiring users to identify globally validated Indicators focusing on issues
of human wellbeing and environmental sustainability in complement to
existing financial and growth metrics which are often the only KPIs
considered for AIS development and use.

•

7010 is designed to complement IEEE P7000 so Indicator identification
and measure can be utilized in any application of systems engineering.

•

Global Indicators like the OECD’s Better Life Index or the UN SDGs provide
data all AIS designers can use to more holistically consider issues of harm,
risk, and innovation than when utilizing KPIs of exponential profit or
growth in isolation.

•

What we measure matters. For AIS to benefit all humans and society, it
must take human wellbeing and environmental sustainability into full
account in design, policy, and use to move beyond status quo ”success.”

ETHICS OF EXTENDED REALITY

ETHICS OF EXTENDED REALITY

Thank you.

